
With Dixa’s ‘one screen wonder’ all 
customer conversations across 
channels are available to agents so 
they don’t waste time looking for 
customer conversation history

1.5 hours
saved per agent per day

A more personalized approach led to 
happier, more loyal customers

15%
increase in customer 
retention

25%
decrease in average 
waiting time

Dixa’s callback feature enables 
customers to leave their number if 
they don’t want to wait in line. An 
agent will call them back 
automatically as soon as one 
becomes available

At a glance

Bio

HQ Industry 

BEAUTYCOS is an online seller of hair care, skincare, makeup, scents, personal 
care, and lifestyle products

Odense, Denmark eCommerce

BEAUTYCOS
Dixa delivers a unified customer 
experience across all channels

Dixa Feature: Dixa Platform



The Situation

Danish company BEAUTYCOS was launched back in 2008. This dynamic company is committed 
to bringing consumers an extensive range of quality products by upmarket brands. Their portfolio 
includes haircare, skincare, fragrance, and makeup products at highly competitive prices. 
BEAUTYCOS has achieved consistent growth since it was established more than a decade ago. 
Today, it has an online and brick-and-mortar presence in Denmark, the UK, Germany, Norway, 
and Sweden.

The Challenge

As a customer-focused brand with a passion for delivering an outstanding experience, 
BEAUTYCOS had become increasingly frustrated with their customer service software.



One of the biggest challenges was the total lack of customer interaction and conversation history. 
They’d receive multiple emails and calls from a single customer, but agents had no idea if they 
had been dealt with by a colleague on a different channel. To provide a quality experience, 
BEAUTYCOS’ agents needed to know if a customer had already provided important details about 
themselves and/or their issue.



Another serious challenge BEAUTYCOS faced was the lack of an overview for customer inquiries 
in different regions. With consumers across Europe, Beautycos needed clear insights into the 
level of service they offered in the UK, Germany, and across their other locations, to identify 
potential issues and improvement opportunities.




BEAUTYCOS’ support agents were also sharing an inbox for interacting with consumers via email. 

Some agents would start dealing with email inquiries from the top, some from the bottom, and 

they would meet halfway, sometimes colliding. The shared inbox approach also meant that cherry 

picking was commonplace. BEAUTYCOS recognized that this system was in dire need of an 

update. 



Call forwarding was another hurdle the BEAUTYCOS team needed to solve. Their previous 

customer service software was phone-based only, offering call forwarding via connected mobile 

phones. But the steps involved meant that this process was far more complicated and time-

consuming than it should have been.

“Before Dixa, we struggled to get an overview of all of 
our different channels and regions. With Dixa, we’ve 
been able to gain a true overview of our customer 
experience across all channels, allowing us to better 
serve our customers, and making for a better agent 
experience as well.”

Christian Hartzberg, Partner at BEAUTYCOS



The Solution

Once they switched to Dixa, BEAUTYCOS underwent a real transformation in their customer 
service. Now everything is connected.



Agents answer calls directly from Dixa for a faster, more efficient response. They can also view a 
customer’s interaction history to understand the channels they’ve previously used and issues 
they’ve reported. Managers have found Dixa incredibly beneficial in maintaining fluid processes 
too. They can use tags for more effective referencing, check statistics to measure agent 
productivity, track KPIs, and more.

A more intuitive platform for a better agent experience

A well-trained, well-organized, well-equipped customer service team is vital to deliver an 
outstanding experience. Dixa’s intuitive design has empowered BEAUTYCOS’ agents to enhance 
their productivity and overall performance.



Dixa’s user-friendly platform helps agents find the information they need, at any time, and they are 
now able to assist customers quicker than ever before. For example, an agent can access a caller’s 
details within seconds while they speak, saving them the time and frustration of trying to ascertain 
that information themselves.



Ready to learn more?
Schedule a Demo Today

dixa.com @dixa

@dixa.io@dixaApp

@dixahq

Improved customer experience with Dixa’s callback feature

No customer wants to wait to speak with an agent when there are a dozen or more other people 
ahead of them in a virtual line.



But that’s no longer an issue with BEAUTYCOS: Dixa’s callback feature enables customers to leave 
their number if they don’t want to wait in line. An agent will call them back automatically as soon as 
one becomes available.This saves customers from waiting on hold longer than they want to, or 
needing to reach out on another channel.


A more personalized approach to customer service

Personalized service is a common trait in brands that truly value their customers. With Dixa, 
BEAUTYCOS’ agents now have the tools and insights to understand customers sooner — getting 
both new and follow-up interactions off to a better start.



Thanks to this increased personalization, BEAUTYCOS can now ensure that the right agents 
answer the right call. This saves time that might previously have been spent bouncing customers 
from one agent to another, or trying to determine the nature of their inquiry. And because it’s 
channel-neutral, Dixa centralizes interactions — agents can switch between channels seamlessly.


https://www.dixa.com/demo/?utm_term=dixa&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=&hsa_net=adwords&hsa_grp=136202567511&hsa_mt=p&hsa_tgt=kwd-314226335519&hsa_kw=dixa&hsa_src=g&hsa_acc=7237417264&hsa_cam=16205795994&hsa_ver=3&hsa_ad=596076786370&gclid=Cj0KCQjwlemWBhDUARIsAFp1rLVdOunpGKIhSIX125P7SBCu1jCXJkuzmLWZcOpZ62UwLAqzBYZ_88MaApWaEALw_wcB
https://www.dixa.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dixa/
https://www.instagram.com/dixa.io/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/dixaapp?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/dixahq

